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ABSTRACT
Structure-from-Motion approaches could be broadly divided
into two classes: incremental and global. While incremental
manner is robust to outliers, it suffers from error accumulation
and heavy computation load. The global manner has the ad-
vantage of simultaneously estimating all camera poses, but it
is usually sensitive to epipolar geometry outliers. In this pa-
per, we propose an adaptive community-based SfM (CSfM)
method which takes both robustness and efficiency into con-
sideration. First, the epipolar geometry graph is partitioned
into separate communities. Then, the reconstruction problem
is solved for each community in parallel. Finally, the recon-
struction results are merged by a novel global similarity av-
eraging method, which solves three convex L1 optimization
problems. Experimental results show that our method per-
forms better than many of the state-of-the-art global SfM ap-
proaches in terms of computational efficiency, while achieves
similar or better reconstruction accuracy and robustness than
many of the state-of-the-art incremental SfM approaches.
Index Terms— Structure-from-Motion, 3D reconstruc-
tion, Community Detection, Similarity Averaging
1. INTRODUCTION
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) technique is used to simultane-
ously estimate the 3D scene points and camera poses from a
collection of images. Based on the manner of initial camera
poses estimation, SfM approaches could be divided into two
classes: incremental and global.
Incremental SfM methods [1, 2, 3] compute the camera
poses sequentially, which are robust at computing an accurate
3D model due to many trials to remove outliers via RANSAC
and bundle adjustment [4]. However for large-scale recon-
struction applications, such incremental manner suffers from
heavy computational load because the time-consuming bun-
dle adjustment is repeatedly performed, and error accumula-
tion may cause scene drift [5]. In comparison, global SfM [6,
7, 8, 9, 10] methods simultaneously compute camera poses
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from the epipolar geometry graph (EG), where vertices cor-
respond to images and edges link matched image pairs, and
only perform the bundle adjustment once. However, those es-
sential matrix based methods are more sensitive to the epipo-
lar geometry outliers, and they could only calibrate images in
the parallel rigid graph [11]. As a result, many useful images
are likely to be discarded because the EG may not be dense
and accurate enough. Considering both efficiency and robust-
ness, some work [12, 13] used only a subset of images in the
incremental reconstruction. For example, Snavely et al. [12]
constructed a skeletal graph first, then incrementally recon-
structed the images in this skeletal graph to get a coarse scene
reconstruction, finally based on the 2D-3D matches, the other
images are registered. However, the graph construction pro-
cess in these methods is sometimes time-consuming, and the
problem of finding iconic images is non-trivial.
The traditional SfM methods usually consider all the
images as a sole community, but for large-scale scene recon-
structions, especially for those unordered images searched
from Internet [6], the images distribution usually has a
community-character: some interested places get denser
images, while sparser for other places. In such case, simulta-
neously reconstructing all the images is not a rational choice.
In comparison, hierarchical SfM methods [14, 15, 16] are
to create atomic models first, and then incrementally merge
different models. However, such a manner is sensitive to the
atomic model chosen and model growing manner. Bhowmick
et al. [17] used the vocabulary tree to cluster the scene by
the normalized cuts. While efficient, it can neither determine
whether the image data has a community-character, nor au-
tomatically determine the number of communities. Besides,
the scene completeness could not be guaranteed by clustering
on a coarse EG produced by the image-retrieval. Thus, in this
paper we propose an automatic manner to detect whether the
image data has a community-character, and if yes, the images
are divided into independent communities first, and then the
reconstruction is performed for each community in parallel,
followed by a merging step to align all the reconstruction
results into a united global frame.
Our Contributions include: (1) an automatic community
detection method is proposed to determine whether the image
dataset should be divided into communities; (2) a community
graph constructing method is proposed to divide the epipo-
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Fig. 1. Reconstruction result on dataset Building [18].
lar geometry graph into groups with denser connections in-
side and sparser connections outside; (3) a novel global sim-
ilarity averaging method is proposed to merge all the sepa-
rate reconstruction results in each community into a united
global frame, where three convex L1 optimization problems
are solved, and followed by a bundle adjustment step to fur-
ther refine all the camera poses and reconstructed scene.
Fig. 1 illustrates the reconstruction result using our pro-
posed method on a public dataset Building [18]. We can see
that the epipolar geometry graph is automatically divided into
3 communities, and each community captures a part of the
scene. In this way, each community could be reconstructed in
parallel, and the time-cost of our reconstruction is the maxi-
mal running-time spent among all these communities. After a
global similarity averaging, these separate reconstruction re-
sults are merged into a final reconstruction result, which is
showed in Fig. 1(f). With a comparable calibration accuracy,
the speed of our CSfM is 10 times faster than Bundler [1],
and 4 times faster than COLMAP [3]. Extensive experiments
in Sec. 4 show that our method has a larger scalability than
many of the state-of-the-art SfM methods.
2. COMMUNITY DETECTION
Given the epipolar geometry graph (EG), whose vertices cor-
respond to images and edges link matched image pairs, our
goal is to detect whether the image data has a community-
character and how many communities exist. Community de-
tection has been widely used in the complex networks analy-
sis [19, 20], which aims to divide a graph into subgraphs with
denser connections inside and sparser connections outside.
Let Aij be an element of the adjacent matrix of EG. If
camera i and camera j are connected, then Aij = 1, other-
wiseAij = 0. Let di = ΣjAij be the degree of vertex i in the
EG, which denotes the number of cameras connected to the
ith camera, and m = 1
2
∑
ij Aij be the number of edges in
the EG. Then, if the existence of the epipolar edge is random-
ized, the existence probability of an edge connecting camera
i and camera j is
didj
2m
. To measure the difference of the frac-
tion of intra-community connections between random graph
and the EG, we use the modularity indicator Q proposed in
[20]. Suppose that camera i belongs to the community Up
and camera j belongs to the communityUq, thenQ is defined
as:
Q = 1
2m
∑
ij(Aij −
didj
2m
)δ(Up, Uq), (1)
where δ(Up, Uq) = 1 if Up = Uq and 0 otherwise. To divide
the EG, each node is assumed belongs to a sole community
first, then separate communities are iteratively joined when
the amalgamations result in the largest increase inQ. As pro-
posed in [20], the modularity has a single peak Qmax over
the generation of the dendrogram which indicates the most
significant community structure. In practice, we found that
Qmax > 0.3 indicates that EG has a significant community
structure. Thus, we take the partition result when the peaking
value of Q is larger than 0.3. If Qmax < 0.3, all the images
should be considered as a single community.
However, for large-scale scene reconstruction problems,
one-time partition is usually not enough because some of the
current partitions still possess a community-character. Thus,
we propose to iteratively divide the EG until each of the parti-
tion results could be considered as a single community. When
the iteration is finished, we get a community graph whose ver-
tices correspond to communities and edges link communities.
Note that a pair of communities are linked when there are
some epipolar edges between them. For example, Fig. 1(b)
shows a community graph composed of three connected com-
munities. Furthermore, considering the robustness of scene
reconstruction, each community should reconstruct enough
3D points for the subsequent merging step, thus we set a min-
imal number of images N for each community (In our work,
N is set to 20). After the iteration converges, those small
datasets whose number of images is less than N are merged
into their closest connected communities. The degree of the
closeness between two communities is defined as the number
of epipolar geometry edges across them.
3. GLOBAL SIMILARITY AVERAGING
After community detection, the image connections become
denser in each community, thus many SfM methods could
be used for reconstruction. Given the co-visible 3D points
between a pair of connected communities, RANSAC tech-
nique is used to estimate a 3D similarity transformation [21],
including relative scale-ratio, rotation and translation. How-
ever, communities usually construct a connected graph, thus
we propose a global similarity averaging method to robustly
align those separate reconstruction results.
3.1. Global Scale Averaging
Let si be the scale of the i
th community, sij be the scale factor
in the 3D similarity transformation between communities Ui
and Uj . Given
si
sj
= sij , by taking log of both sides, we have
log(si)− log(sj) = log(sij). (2)
By stacking the above equation from all the connected com-
munity pairs, we have a linear equation system: As ∗xs = bs,
where xs and bs are the vectors by concatenating log(si) and
log(sij) respectively, andAs is a sparse matrix where nonzero
values are only 1 and −1. As the scale estimation is up to
global scale, to remove the gauge ambiguity, we set the scale
of first community s1 as unit: log(s1) = 0. Then, the equa-
tion system is solved by the following L1 optimization [22]:
argmin ‖As ∗ xs − bs‖L1. Note that this L1 optimization is
convex and achieves the global optimum as studied in [23].
3.2. Global Rotation Averaging
Let Ri be the rotation transformation of the i
th community,
Rij be the relative rotation transformation in the 3D similar-
ity transformation between communities Ui and Uj . Given
Rij = Rj ∗ R
T
i , by taking log of both sides, we get an equa-
tion between their corresponding angle-axis vectors:
wij = wj − wi, (3)
where wij is the angle-axis vector corresponds to Rij , and
wi,wj are the angle-axis vectors correspond to Ri and Rj re-
spectively. By stacking the above equation from all connected
community pairs, we have a linear equation system. Then, the
L1RA [24] method is used for our rotation averaging.
Then for the ith community, given its scale si and rotation
transformation Ri, we transform its k
th scene point Xik by
si ∗ Ri ∗ Xik . After this transformation, the translation Tij
between a pair of connected communities is recomputed [21].
3.3. Global Translation Averaging
Let Ti be the translation transformation of the i
th community,
Tij be the relative translation transformation in the 3D simi-
larity transformation between communities Ui and Uj . Sim-
ilarly, by stacking the equation Tij = Tj − Ti from all con-
nected community pairs, we have a linear equation system.
Then, this equation system is solved by the following L1 op-
timization [22]: argmin ‖At ∗ xt − bt‖L1, where xt and bt
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Fig. 2. Reconstruction results on dataset Buidling [18].
are the vectors by concatenating Ti and Tij respectively, and
At is a sparse matrix where nonzero values are only 1 and
−1. As the translation estimation is up to a global transla-
tion transformation, to remove the gauge ambiguity, we set
the translation of the first community as zero, T1 = 0.
3.4. Reconstructions Merging
Given the scale, rotation, translation transformation for each
community, the reconstruction results (3D scene points and
camera poses) of all the communities are merged into a single
global frame. For the ith community, its kth 3D scene point
Xoik is transformed by:
X
g
ik = X
o
ik + Ti. (4)
For the jth camera in the ith community, its camera rota-
tion Roij and camera center C
o
ij are transformed by:
R
g
ij = R
o
ij ∗ R
T
i , (5)
C
g
ij = si ∗ Ri ∗ C
o
ij + Ti, (6)
where X
g
ik,R
g
ij ,C
g
ij denote the transformed 3D scene point,
camera rotation, and camera center respectively in the final
united global frame. After merging, a final bundle adjustment
is performed to further refine all the camera poses and scene
points.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We validate our reconstruction method (CSfM) on both se-
quential and unordered image datasets. All the experiments
are performed on a PC with an Intel Xeon E5-2603 2.50GHz
CPU (4 cores) and 32G RAM. The optimization package
Ceres-solver [25] is used for our bundle adjustment. Since
the camera connectedness is dense in each community, many
SfM methods could achieve similar reconstruction results for
the same community. Considering the robustness, we choose
the state-of-the-art incremental SfM method COLMAP [3] to
reconstruct in each community.
Campus
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction results on dataset Campus [10].
Table 1. Accuracy and time-cost comparison on ArtsQuad.
Bundler [1] DISCO COLMAP Our method
Accuracy 1.01m 1.16m 0.85m 0.83m
Time-cost 62hrs 7.7hrs 3.5hrs 0.6hrs
4.1. Reconstruction on Sequential Image Data
We evaluate our community-based SfM (CSfM) method on
two public sequential image datasets: the Building with 128
images from [18], whose modularity value Qmax is 0.52;
the Campus with 1040 images from [10], whose modular-
ity value Qmax is 0.62. We compare our method with two
state-of-the-art incremental SfM methods: COLMAP [3] and
Theia [26], and two state-of-the-art global SfM methods:
openMVG [7] and LUD [11] .
For Building, the reconstruction results comparison are
shown in Fig. 2, from which we can see the images are clus-
tered into 3 communities using our proposed CSfM method,
showing with different colored camera poses. Since the EG is
clean and images with enough connections, all the methods in
comparison could correctly reconstruct the scene. However,
the time-cost of these methods are: COLMAP 232s, Theia
363s, openMVG 381s, LUD 126s, our CSfM 59s, fromwhich
we can see our method is four times faster than COLMAP.
For Campus, the reconstruction results comparison are
shown in Fig. 3. From the sample images, we can see that
many trees exist in the scene, which makes the EG sparse and
contaminated bymany featurematching outliers. From the re-
construction results, we can see that conventional incremental
methods [3, 26] suffer from scene drift, and the loop closure
cannot be achieved. For global methods [7, 11], the recon-
struction results are also erroneous, indicating that the global
SfM methods are sensitive to the epipolar geometry outliers.
For our method, 3 communities are detected. By incremental
reconstructing inside and global similarity averaging outside,
the error accumulation is largely decreased and the loop clo-
sure is achieved.
(b) Arts Quad(a) Roman Forum
Fig. 4. Reconstruction results on dataset RomanForum,
which is public in [6], and ArtsQuad which is public in [27].
4.2. Reconstruction on Unordered Image Data
We evaluate our system on two large-scale unordered image
datasets: RomanForum and ArtsQuad. For RomanForum
with 1134 images, which is public in [6], the corresponding
modularity valueQmax is 0.51. It is divided into 3 communi-
ties, the corresponding camera poses with different color are
shown in the Fig. 4(a), from which we can see the cameras
distribution is drastically uneven, and image connections be-
come denser after community clustering. For ArtsQuad with
6514 images, which is public in DISCO [27], the modularity
value Qmax is 0.69. This dataset is divided into 9 connected
communities, and its corresponding camera poses with differ-
ent color are shown in the Fig. 4(b).
For the comparison, we evaluate different reconstruction
methods on ArtsQuad [27], which has 348 ground-truth cam-
era positions measured by the differential GPS (with an ac-
curacy about 10cm). The result are shown in Table 1, from
which we can see that we achieve a similar median position
accuracy compared with other state-of-the-art methods, while
the reconstruction efficiency is greatly improved. The results
indicate that our method is more suitable for large-scale scene
reconstructions since the community-character is generically
more common for the large-scale scenes.
In conclusion, our community-basedSfM (CSfM)method
inherits the robustness of incremental method and the effi-
ciency of parallel reconstruction.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a community-based SfM method
to tackle the reconstruction robustness and efficiency prob-
lems. By clustering images into communities, the connec-
tions become denser inside and sparser outside. The smaller-
sized communities are reconstructed in parallel to substan-
tially boost the computational efficiency and partial-scene re-
construction quality. Extensive reconstruction results show
that our method performs better than many of the state-of-
the-art SfMmethods, in terms of both efficiency and accuracy,
and it is more suitable for large-scale scene reconstruction.
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